
LAURA COURT
 laura.mcourt@gmail.com  /laura-court  Lmcourt  

SUMMARY

Recent graduate from Turing Backend Engineering program with a background in applied behavior analysis focused on making a positive social impact.
Hoping to bring my strong written and verbal communication skills and newly-acquired technical skills to a growing development team.

Object-Oriented Programming, Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL, MVC, REST APIs, GraphQL, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, Test-Driven Development, RSpec, Git

SKILLS

PROJECTS
Viewing Party
github.com/Lmcourt/viewing_party
Tech Stack: Rails, RSpec, PostgreSQL, and Heroku

Application to search movies and create viewing parties with friends
Implemented user authentication and authorization
Executed consumption of Movie Database API with 6 different endpoints
Uses MVC design pattern to implement both front-end and back-end development

Snowmigo
https://github.com/snowmigo
Tech Stack: Rails, RSpec, PostgreSQL, Google OAuth, Bootstrap, Heroku, CircleCI 

Application to plan a group ski trip using majority voting for a resort
Uses MVC design pattern to implement both front-end and back-end development
Wrote RSpec test for happy paths, sad paths, and edge cases 
Implemented Google OAuth to login

Bulk Discount
github.com/Lmcourt/little_esty_shop_bulk_discounts
Tech Stack: Rails, RSpec, PostgreSQL, Heroku

Solo project; e-commerce site built by extending legacy code 
Used built-in ActiveRecord methods to join tables of data and make calculations based on one or more attributes
Implemented CRUD functionality mimicking etsy.com UX
Wrote migrations to create tables and relationships between tables

EXPERIENCE
Turing School of Software and Design
Backend Engineer · July 2021  to Current · Remote

Six months of experience working with Ruby on Rails developing on team and solo projects
Collaborated on teams of 2 to 5 people using Git-based project management tools
Projects emphasized OOP principles, test-driven development, and agile workflows for 1-2 week sprints
Excelled in a remote work environment with daily stand-ups and peer reviews

Inbloom Autism Services
Registered Behavior Technician · June 2020  to June 2021  · Orlando, FL

Meticulously documented data on over 50 skill data points per child
Maintained consistent and continual communication regarding client's progress
Collaborated with a team of therapist and behavior analysts to customize therapy and support for clients
Trained 4 incoming behavior therapists on daily responsibilities and expectations

Milestones Behavior Services
Registered Behavior Technician · June 2019  to Mar. 2020  · Orlando, FL

Provided individualized support for clients with diverse needs 
Engaged in weekly professional development workshops and team building exercises
Achieved Registered Behavior Technician certification

EDUCATION
Turing School of Software and Design
Certification in Back-End Engineering  

University of Central Florida
BA French  
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